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Optics 

• Optomechanical progress (Pilot Group / Alan Schier):
- The collimator was reassembled after correcting the lens fluid leak in the doublet and

clearing out the bubble and contamination in the triplet. Unfortunately, in the process the
solgel coating on the inner triplet surface was contaminated with some small specks.  An
attempt to remove these using the Cleveland Crystals recommended cleaning method did
not remove the specks, and resulted in some streaks that are visible under strong light. 
We have decided to proceed as is.  The specks would result in a very small light loss and
stray light, and the degraded solgel surface is not critical since ghosts off this surface are
many orders of magnitude down from the brightest PFIS ghosts.  Repairing the surface
would require disassembly of the triplet, polishing off the AR coat, and reapplying it,
which would be a severe schedule impact (perhaps two months).  We will revisit this if
system testing shows this surface to be a stray light problem.  The collimator optics was
delivered to UW on August 24-25.

- The camera is in assembly.  As of September 3, the quartet had been completed.  The
camera baffling has been detailed, and is being fabricated.

• The collimator optics has been fitted onto the structure and a first pass on the alignment is
complete.  Several aspects of the alignment process have had to be modified due to the
faintness of the return images from the solgel surfaces, but the process is now workable.  A
ZEMAX analysis of the alignment tolerances on the three collimator subassemblies shows
that the requirements are quite modest: typically 250 microns in spacing and tip/tilt.  The
final alignment is expected to be complete by September 14, on schedule.  Integration may
be seen on the PFIS webcam, 
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/webcam.html

• Slitmask cutting:  continued testing on cutting longslits into polished stainless steel.  We have
now cut a satisfactory 5 cm long, 100 micron wide slit.

• All five VPH gratings have been delivered.  The 900 l/mm VPH grating was sent back to
Wasatch to complete the testing.  It has had to be "recapped," since the wrong epoxy was
apparently used, based on a misunderstanding of the wavelength range.  We expect new
testing results in a week.

• We are still awaiting delivery of the order-blocking filters.

http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/webcam.html
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Mechanical 

• Integration:
- Did a test integration of the slitmask, waveplate, and shutter mechanisms (now removed to

put in the optics).
- Still awaiting curved articulation I-Beams from Rutgers; they should be shipped this week. 
- The final wiring harness is being fabricated based on mockup connector panels attached to

the structure.  The harness between the electronics boxes is nearly complete.

• Mechanisms:
- Grating mechanism: Has been fixed after some shipping damage was incurred on the way

back from anodizing.
- Etalon mechanism: The mechanism parts for all three etalons have been fabricated, will be

anodized in the next two weeks. 
- Beamsplitter frame and insertion mechanism has fabricated and tested, will be anodized in

the next two weeks. 
- Design of baffling has begun: we have identified a suitable material and are working with

the supplier on a custom roller screen. 
- Seven final grating holders are being fabricated.
- Completed final design of filter holders.
- Prototype made of improved slitmask holder.

Control 

• Spent most of August refining the interprocess communication between PFIS  and the detector
subsystem.  We suggested changes to the interface that 1) minimize the code base supported
by SAAO,  2) increase platform independence,  3) resolve timing issues in the communica-
tions process, and 4) improve the commonality of approach across all the detector subsys-
tems,  including HRS.  Delivered working "example code" and documentation to SAAO, and
we are awaiting their review of the suggested changes.

• Reworked the control system electronics to accommodate thermocouple sensors in the camera
and collimator optics, and to potentially control four heater circuits.  Active heater control
will only be implemented if we find that camera and collimator drift more than 2 deg C apart
in normal operation.

• PI Tool
- Reviewed the interfaces between the PI tool elements: SALT tool, Spectrum Generator,

Configuration Tool, Slitmask Tool, and Track Planner.
- Spectrum generator: Worked primarily on the options in the drop-down menus, and

re-worked the User-Spectrum panel layout.
- Reviewed and substantially sped up the Grid Java object.
- Continued work on imaging and spectroscopy modes for the PFIS configuration tool.
- Slitmask tool: Implemented position and rotation optimization, and polarimetric mask

design. It is now compatible with FITS WCS coordinates.  Tested it by attempting to
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design and optimize multiobject spectropolarimetry and imaging polarimetry masks for
the Commissioning object M16.  It is now close to release.

Management

• Completed the 2004 Quarter 2 Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams) 

• We completed the report of the measurements of the lowest resolution etalon.  The report is
available at 
http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/~williams/Etalon 1052 Report.htm  
The etalon meets specifications, but has about 25% lower spectral resolution and finesse than
expected.  This should not compromise the science goals for the etalon. 

• We have begun measurement of the medium resolution etalon. 

• We have placed the purchase order for the 40 order selecting filters for PFIS-FP.  The filters
will be large enough to provide wavelength selection for PFIS-multislit mode as well.  The
vendor will be Custom Scientific in Phoenix AZ.  Delivery is expected in 12 weeks. 

• The high resolution etalon is still on schedule for delivery at the end of September. 

http://www.physics.rutgers.edu/%7ewilliams/Etalon%201052%20Report.htm
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Monitor camera assembly.
- Finish collimator alignment.
- Mount waveplates.

• Mechanical
- Integrate slitmask, shutter and etalon mechanisms on the structure.
- Receive and integrate camera with camera-articulation-grating-filter subassembly. 
- Detailed design of electronics box covers.
- Build roller screen baffles into light baffle design.
- Fabricate filter holders.

• Opto-Mechanical
- Assemble, align and test camera optics. Deliver to UW.
- Start beamsplitter frame fabrication.

• Control
- Continue fabrication of final wire harness.
- Continue high-level interface coding.
- Finish PI tool spectrum generator.
- Continue Java coding of the PFIS PI Planning Tool.

•  Fabry-Perot
- Finish testing second etalon.

• Detector
- Complete rewrite of LabView detector software interface.
- Update the FITS file format to the mosaic standard.
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